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The Cthulhu Encryption-Brian Stableford 2013-05-01 The Shoggoths attack: "They had been so horrible before
that I dare not say that they were any MORE horrible when they came again.... They were still unspeakable, still
unthinkable--but whether I could speak or think of them or not, they were HERE." Auguste Dupin is one of the few
persons who can identify the rare Cthulhu Encryption etched in the flesh of a dying woman. The Comte de SaintGermain owns a companion cryptogram that he believes is the key to finding a fabulous treasure buried by the
pirate Levasseur. Harassed by Shoggoths and tracked by Saint-Germain, Dupin must find the key to the complex
puzzle. Can the might of Cthulhu be held at bay? And even if he finds an answer, can he and his friends escape
with their lives? A riveting horror novel set in H.P. Lovecraft's Cthuhlu Mythos!

Abby-Pamela Walls 2003-10-01 "The wooden leg sounded hollow on the floor as the stranger moved into the
classroom. "I be lookin' fer one Abigail Kendall." His black eyes roamed the room...

Abby-Pamela June Walls 2000 A delightful series focusing on the travels of Abby Kendall. Lots of surprises will
keep 8- to 12-year-old girls coming back for more.

Al otro lado del mar-Lucía Martínez Córdoba 2016-01-19 Enfadada con el mundo por la incomprensible ausencia
de su madre, Sienna cruza el océano dejando atrás su vida y sus amigos para acabar sus estudios en la célebre St.
Patrick?s School de Nueva York. Allí se verá envuelta sin querer en un triángulo amoroso donde ella será el eje.
Deberá sopesar el valor de la amistad y abrir su joven corazón a los sentimientos. Todo en el centro de la jet set
neoyorquina, donde la fama y el dinero pueden alzarte al cielo o hundirte en tu propio infierno.

Beautiful Disaster-Jamie McGuire 2012-07-12 A New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller about a good girl
dangerously drawn to the ultimate bad boy. The new Abby Abernathy is a good girl. She doesn’t drink or swear,
and she has the appropriate number of cardigans in her wardrobe. Abby believes she has enough distance from
the darkness of her past, but when she arrives at college with her best friend, her path to a new beginning is
quickly challenged by Eastern University’s Walking One-Night Stand. Travis Maddox, lean, cut, and covered in
tattoos, is exactly what Abby wants—and needs—to avoid. He spends his nights winning money in a floating fight
ring, and his days as the ultimate college campus charmer. Intrigued by Abby’s resistance to his appeal, Travis
tricks her into his daily life with a simple bet. If he loses, he must remain abstinent for a month. If Abby loses, she
must live in Travis’s apartment for the same amount of time. Either way, Travis has no idea that he has met his
match.

Letters to the Lost-Brigid Kemmerer 2017-04-04 "Juliet Young has always written letters to her mother, a world
famous photojournalist--even after her mother's death, she leaves letters at her grave. When Declan finds a
haunting letter left beside a grave, he can't resist the urge to write back. Soon, he is sharing his pain with a
perfect stranger. When real life interferes with their secret life of letters, Juliet and Declan discover truths that
might tear them apart"--

Pregnant with the Prince's Child-Raye Morgan 2012-03-06 "Janis and Mykal married on a wing and a prayer,
and were blissfully happy. But the cold, hard truth tore them apart-- descended from two warring families, how
could their love survive? Now they're further apart than ever but Mykal's discovered he's a prince! Janis yearns to
tell him that she's carrying his baby. In the fairy tale, Cinderella gets her man, but in the real world can a girl
from the roughest end of town become a princess? Janis knows she owes it to her unborn baby to try..."--P. [4] of
cover.

Romance em Alto-mar-Lexy Timms 2019-03-12 A autora best seller do USA Today, Lexy Timms, compartilha um
romance que aquecerá o coração e terá você desejando o amor... ou batendo nele com um bastão! Abby disse sim.
Afinal de contas ela tem certeza que está apaixonada por Colin. Quero dizer, quem não estaria? Ele é muito sexy,
dono de uma empresa bilionária e quer se casar com ela. Só que há um problema... eles mal se conhecem. Eles
fizeram duas viagens loucas na neve e fizeram sexo incrível. Rapaz, ele realmente a conhece neste departamento.
Ele até a contratou para trabalhar na sua empresa. Mas o que mais eles têm em comum? Isso é motivo suficiente
para se casar? É claro que há a questão dele estar em uma classe social diferente. Literalmente. O homem lida
com os principais empresários, bilionários, Hollywood, príncipes de outros países. Ele falou com o presidente!
Abby é apenas... bem, ela é apenas Abby, de uma cidade pequena perto de Minnesota. Quando eles partem em um
cruzeiro, ela começa a se perguntar. Com tantas diferenças, eles conseguem chegar ao altar? Série Viagens
Românticas A Viagem de Natal A Viagem do Dia dos Namorados Romance em Alto-mar Uma série de romance
durante um feriado porque cada feriado é especial ...

97 Things Every Software Architect Should Know-Richard Monson-Haefel 2009-02-05 In this truly unique
technical book, today's leading software architects present valuable principles on key development issues that go
way beyond technology. More than four dozen architects -- including Neal Ford, Michael Nygard, and Bill de hOra
-- offer advice for communicating with stakeholders, eliminating complexity, empowering developers, and many
more practical lessons they've learned from years of experience. Among the 97 principles in this book, you'll find
useful advice such as: Don't Put Your Resume Ahead of the Requirements (Nitin Borwankar) Chances Are, Your
Biggest Problem Isn't Technical (Mark Ramm) Communication Is King; Clarity and Leadership, Its Humble
Servants (Mark Richards) Simplicity Before Generality, Use Before Reuse (Kevlin Henney) For the End User, the
Interface Is the System (Vinayak Hegde) It's Never Too Early to Think About Performance (Rebecca Parsons) To
be successful as a software architect, you need to master both business and technology. This book tells you what
top software architects think is important and how they approach a project. If you want to enhance your career,
97 Things Every Software Architect Should Know is essential reading.

Off Limits-Lauren Landish 2016-02-25 She's daddy's little girl, but I'll make her a rebel. They call me a killer - a
felon. I spent five years in a medium security sh*thole. I swore I'd stay out of trouble, but when I met Abby
Rawlings, all bets were off. From the moment I laid eyes on her, I knew I had to have her. But Daddy dearest is
standing in my way. He thinks I'm no good for her, and he's declared her Off Limits. Well, I don't give a damn - In
the end, I'll make her mine...
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protagonista a la magia y al ocultismo. Descubre historias llenas de imaginación y fantasía con un final
asombroso.

Plant Horror-Dawn Keetley 2016-12-21 This collection explores artistic representations of vegetal life that
imperil human life, voicing anxieties about our relationship to other life forms with which we share the earth.
From medieval manuscript illustrations to modern works of science fiction and horror, plants that manifest
monstrous agency defy human control, challenge anthropocentric perception, and exact a violent vengeance for
our blind and exploitative practices. Plant Horror explores how depictions of monster plants reveal concerns
about the viability of our prevailing belief systems and dominant ideologies— as well as a deep-seated fear about
human vulnerability in an era of deepening ecological crisis. Films discussed include The Day of the Triffids,
Invasion of the Body Snatchers, The Wicker Man, Swamp Thing, and The Happening.

O conde francês-Kate Hewitt 2012-06-16 Sozinha e grávida de um nobre francês... O conde francês Jean-Luc
Toussaint nunca tinha visto tal beleza numa mulher. A fogosa interpretação da delicada pianista hipnotizou-o por
completo e desejou saborear essa paixão. Completamente apaixonada pelo conde, Abigail Summers pensou
ingenuamente que poderia ter um bom futuro ao seu lado. Depois de uma noite de amor, descobriu que estava
grávida... e sozinha. Tudo mudou quando Jean-Luc leu os jornais e voltou para o seu lado, para reclamar o que era
dele...

Cato's return-Matilde Asensi 2017-07-27 What could the Silk Road, the Sewers of Istambul, Marco Polo,
Mongolia and Holy Land have in common? That's what the main characters of " The Last Cato", Ottavia Salina and
Farag Boswell, will have to find out, putting their lives at risk yet again to solve a mystery that begins in the first
century AD. Written with accuracy and a rhythm that keeps readers in suspense page after page, chapter after
chapter until the very end, " Cato's Return" is an ingenious combination of adventure and history with which
Matilde Asensi once again draws us in and doesn't let us go until the last word.

Total Surrender-Cheryl Holt 2007-04-01 With the last of her family possessions gambled away by her dissolute
brother, Lady Sarah Compton has traveled to a country house gala for one last moment of grace and beauty. But
she is unaware that the occasion is actually a notorious trysting event, where members of the aristocracy can
indulge in their every sensual fantasy and erotic whim. Nor does she realize that the striking man who has stolen
into her bedroom is none other than Michael Stevens--a rake who gives and takes his pleasures boldly... The
bastard son of an earl, Michael Stevens relishes his reputation as London's most notorious seducer. But he has no
idea what to make of the auburn-haired beauty he's nearly mistaken for new conquest or how such an innocent
could possibly have been invited to a gather where London's bored elite caters to each other's carnal desires.
When the lady refuses to heed Michael's warning--to leave the house for her own protection--a powerful attraction
grows, and soon, he longs to tutor the very proper Lady Sarah Compton in the art of passion...

The Crucible-Arthur Miller 2016 "First published in the United States of America by Viking Penguin Inc. 1953"-title page verso.

Improvised Continent-Richard Candida Smith 2017-08-25 How does a country in the process of becoming a
world power prepare its citizens for the responsibilities of global leadership? In Improvised Continent, Richard
Cándida Smith answers this question by illuminating the forgotten story of how, over the course of the twentieth
century, cultural exchange programs, some run by the government and others by philanthropies and major
cultural institutions, brought many of the most important artists and writers of Latin America to live and work in
the United States. Improvised Continent is the first book to focus on cultural exchange inside the United States
and how Americans responded to Latin American writers and artists. Moving masterfully between the history of
ideas, biography, institutional history and politics, and international relations, and engaging works in French,
German, Spanish, and Portuguese, Cándida Smith synthesizes over seventy years of Pan-American cultural
activity in the United States. The stories behind Diego Rivera's murals, the movies of Alejandro G. Iñárritu, the
poetry of Gabriela Mistral, the photography of Genevieve Naylor, and the novels of Carlos Fuentes—these works
and artists, along with many others, challenged U.S. citizens about their place in the world and about the kind of
global relations the country's interests could allow. Improvised Continent provides a profoundly compassionate
portrayal of the Latin American artists and writers who believed their practices might create a more humane
world.

World Report on Violence and Health-WHO 2002 This report is part of WHO's response to the 49th World
Health Assembly held in 1996 which adopted a resolution declaring violence a major and growing public health
problem across the world. It is aimed largely at researchers and practitioners including health care workers,
social workers, educators and law enforcement officials.

Summer of the Mariposas-Guadalupe Garcia McCall 2012 In an adventure reminiscent of Homer's Odyssey,
fifteen-year-old Odilia and her four younger sisters embark on a journey to return a dead man to his family in
Mexico, aided by La Llorona, but impeded by a witch, a warlock, chupacabras, and more.

The Lost Gardens Of Heligan-Tim Smit 2019-03-07 The glorious No.1 bestseller Until the First World War, the
estate gardens at Heligan were one of the glories of Cornwall. Thereafter, through growing neglect, they slipped
gradually to sleep. This is the amazing story of their rediscovery and restoration, or the Victorian vision and
ingenuity which first created that subtropical paradise, and of the modern obsession and improvisation which
recreated it.

Lost Languages-Philip Ellaby Cleator 1962

Smart House-Kate Wilhelm 2013-06-25 Gary Elringer, an eccentric young computer genius, had sunk most of his
company’s funds into the construction of Smart House—much to the dismay of stockholders, most of whom were
family and friends. But, when Gary invited them all to a game of Assassin in the newly built house, he never
dreamed he’d wind up dead for real. And, when one of the stockholders ends up dead, it’s clear that nothing less
than murder is afoot in Smart House. Constance Leidl and Charlie Meiklejohn’s investigations soon show that all
of Gary’s guests had reasons for wanting him dead—but everyone’s alibi is as well constructed as the house itself.
Which leads to the next obvious question: Could the house be the killer? Just how smart is Smart House?

Crush-Nicole Williams 2013-04-23 Fans of Crash and Clash will be dying to get their hands on this third red-hot
romance featuring Lucy and Jude. Anyone who loved, Slammedby Colleen Hoover, Beautiful Disaster by Jamie
McGuire and Just For Now by Abbi Glines will love this series from Nicole.

The Last Star-Rick Yancey 2017-05-23 The highly-anticipated finale to the New York Times bestselling 5th Wave
series. The enemy is Other. The enemy is us. They're down here, they're up there, they're nowhere. They want the
Earth, they want us to have it. They came to wipe us out, they came to save us. But beneath these riddles lies one
truth: Cassie has been betrayed. So has Ringer. Zombie. Nugget. And all 7.5 billion people who used to live on our
planet. Betrayed first by the Others, and now by ourselves. In these last days, Earth's remaining survivors will
need to decide what's more important: saving themselves . . . or saving what makes us human. Praise for The Last
Star "Yancey's prose remains achingly precise, and this grows heavier, tighter, and more impossible to put down
as the clock runs out...this blistering finale proves the truth of the first two volumes: it was never about the
aliens."--Booklist, starred review "A haunting, unforgettable finale."--Kirkus Reviews "Yancey doesn't hit the

Josef Albers: To Open Eyes-Frederick A. Horowitz 2009-03-07 A fascinating study of the revolutionary painter
and teacher, Josef Albers.

Cuentos de Magia y de locura-Jossman Mangas Martínez 2015-06-20 Cuatro cuentos que tienen como
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breaks for one moment, and the action is intense, but the language always stays lyrical and lovely. It's a satisfying
end to an impressive trilogy, true to the characters and the world Yancey created."--Entertainment Weekly
"Yancey has capped off his riveting series with a perfect ending."--TeenReads.com " T]he ending provides both
satisfaction and heartbreak."--Publishers Weekly "Yancey's writing is just as solid and descriptive as in the first
two books....What Yancey does beautifully is reveal the human condition."--Examiner.com "Rick Yancey sticks the
(alien) landing in the action-packed finale to his The 5th Wave invasion saga . . . . And the author gives us a major
dose of girl power as well, pairing Cassie and Ringer for an uneasy alliance that provides the best moments in this
fantastic series' thought-provoking and satisfying conclusion."--USA Today Praise for The 5th Wave Now a major
motion picture starring Chlo Grace Moretz "Remarkable, not-to-be-missed-under-any-circumstances."-Entertainment Weekly "A modern sci-fi masterpiece . . ."--USAToday.com "Wildly entertaining . . . I couldn't turn
the pages fast enough."--Justin Cronin, The New York Times Book Review Praise for The Infinite Sea "Heartpounding pacing, lyrical prose and mind-bending twists . . ."--The New York Times Book Review "Impressively
improves on the excellent beginning of the trilogy."--USA Today "An epic sci-fi novel with all the romance, action,
and suspense you could ever want."--Seventeen.com Books in the series: The 5th Wave (The First Book of The 5th
Wave) The Infinite Sea (The Second Book of The 5th Wave) The Last Star (The Third Book of the The 5th Wave)

Love Lessons-Cheryl Holt 2007-04-01 A resolute spinster at twenty-five, Abigail Weston is nonetheless
determined to see her cherished younger sister wed to a man of Quality. But Abigail's lack of experience with the
opposite sex means that she cannot allay her sister's fears about the marriage bed--unless she takes bold steps to
learn what the intimacy between a man and woman entails. Yet the one man in London qualified to teach her
awakens temptation Abigail never anticipated--to experience each whispered pleasure for herself... James
Stevens--wealthy, dissolute, and wholeheartedly bored by London society--believe nothing can shock him. While
Abigail's request for a verbal explanation of the pleasures of the flesh is mildly surprising, what amazes James is
his powerful reaction to her innocence and lush beauty. A sexual dalliance between them may bring untold carnal
bliss, but anything more would ruin Abigail forever. And for the first time in his life, James suspects that mere
physical intimacy pales in the face of true love...

Quest for Treasure-Pamela Walls 2000 Abby and her best friend, Luke, sail to Lanai in search of a hidden
treasure that Abby hopes will save her family's ranch.

Practice Makes Perfect Spanish Verb Tenses 2/E (ENHANCED EBOOK)-Dorothy Richmond 2011-02-14
Listen how to use Spanish verbs correctly with help from an audio answer key in this enhanced ebook! The ideal
reference/workbook for beginning to intermediate Spanish-language learners, Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish
Verb Tenses shows you when and why to use certain verb tenses and gives you plenty of examples, increasing
your confidence in choosing the right word. The book provides a systematic presentation and review of Spanish
verb forms and explains when and why a certain verb tense should be used. Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish Verb
Tenses includes an impressive number of exercises and open-ended questions, numerous conjugation charts, a list
of verbs and their prepositions, and Spanish-English and English-Spanish vocabulary lists. Plus, this enhanced ebook includes an easy-to-use audio answer key for all of the exercises.

Into the Dragon's Den-Pamela June Walls 2001 "South Seas Adventures" is a fun series that is a surefire hit for
8-12-year-old girls. In the two latest installments, set during the 1840s, Abby, her family, and her best friend Luke
find themselves on adventures complete with pirates, volcanoes, and Komodo dragons. Through these adventures
they learn that God is faithful, He always keeps his promises, and He is always watching over them.

Elite-Rachel Van Dyken 2013-07-09 Become addicted to this suspenseful Romeo and Juliet romance from the #1
New York Times bestselling author of The Bet. For Tracey Rooks, life with her grandparents on a Wyoming farm
has always been simple. But after her grandmother's death, Tracey is all her grandfather has. So when Eagle Elite
University announces its annual scholarship lottery, Tracey jumps at the opportunity to secure their future and
enters. She isn't expecting much-but then she wins. And life as she knows it will never be same . . . The students
at Eagle Elite are unlike any she's ever met . . . and they refuse to make things easy for her. There's Nixon,
gorgeous, irresistible, and leader of a group that everyone fears: The Elect. Their rules are simple. 1. Do not touch
The Elect. 2. Do not look at The Elect. 3. Do not speak to The Elect. No matter how hard she tries to stay away,
The Elect are always around her and it isn't long until she finds out the reason why they keep their friends close
and their enemies even closer. She just didn't realize she was the enemy -- until it was too late.

The New American Studies-John Carlos Rowe 2002

Jung and the Lost Gospels-Stephan A. Hoeller 1989-10-01 The "Lost Gospels" refer to the Dead Sea Scrolls and
the Nag Hammadi Library, both discovered in the 1940s. The Nag Hammadi Library consists of writings found by
two peasants who unearthed clay jars in 1945 in upper Egypt. These did not appear in English for 32 years,
because the right to publish was contended by scholars, politicians, and antique dealers. The Dead Sea Scrolls,
discovered in clay jars in Palestine by a goatherder in 1947, weathered similar storms. The first team of analysts
were mostly Christian clergy, who weren't anxious to share material that frightened church leaders. As Dr.
Hoeller shows, they rightly feared the documents would reveal information that might detract from unique claims
of Christianity. Indeed, the Dead Sea Scrolls and Nag Hammadi Library both contradict and complement accepted
tenets of the Old and New Testaments.

Abby-Pamela June Walls 2002 Abby and her family return to Maui where Abby's life is threatened when she
investigates a case of arson.

The Cultural Politics of the New American Studies-John Carlos Rowe 2020-10-09 In The Cultural Politics of
the New American Studies, leading American Studies scholar John Carlos Rowe responds to two urgent questions
for intellectuals. First, how did neoliberal ideology use the issues of feminism, gay rights, multiculturalism,
transnationalism and globalization, class mobility, religious freedom, and freedom of speech and cultural
expression to justify a new -American Exceptionalism, - designed to support U.S. economic, political, military, and
cultural expansion around the world in the past two decades? Second, if neoliberalism has employed successfully
various cultural media, then what are the best means of criticizing its main claims and fundamental purposes? Is
it possible under these circumstances to imagine a -counter-culture, - which might effectively challenge
neoliberalism or is such an alternative already controlled and contained by such labels as -political correctness, - the far left, - -radicalism, - -extremism, - even -terrorism, - which in the popular imagination refer to political and
social minorities, doomed thereby to marginalization? Rowe argues that the tradition of -cultural criticismadvocated by influential public intellectuals, like Edward Said, can be adapted to the new circumstances
demanded by the hegemony of neoliberalism and its successful command of new media. Yet rather than simply
honoring such important predecessors as Said, we need to reconceive the role of the public intellectual as more
than just an -interdisciplinary scholar- but also as a social critic able to negotiate the different media. This work
was published by Saint Philip Street Press pursuant to a Creative Commons license permitting commercial use.
All rights not granted by the work's license are retained by the author or authors.

Secret at Cutter Grove-Pamela Walls 2001 When Abby returns to Oahu in June, 1848 to discover that her
parents have lost their ranch, the family moves to a sugar plantation on Kauai, where their friend Duncan wants
to learn what became of his father, and where Abby discovers that people aren't al

Human Development Report 2014-United Nations Development Programme 2014-07-24 Over the last decades,
most countries have improved levels of human development. But progress maybe slowing as uncertainty
intensifies globally. This report examines vulnerabilities that endanger human development, focusing especially
on the poorest. Most threats are structural and persistent and linked with life cycle vulnerabilities. Identifying
policy measures to reduce threats and increase human resilience is therefore a high priority. The report sets out
synergistic proposals including universal public provisioning of basic services over the life cycle to maintain and
strengthen human capabilities, full employment and social protection policies. It highlights collective action and
international cooperation to address global vulnerabilities and ensure sustainable progress.
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give in without a fight. I'd do anything he wants to keep him safe. And now that we're in deep, nothing can make
me run. Return to the smoking hot Stark world with the Stark International trilogy: Say My Name, On My Knees
and Under My Skin is the explosively emotional story of Jackson Steele and Sylvia Brooks. Find out how it all
began for Damien and Nikki in J. Kenner's hot and addictive bestselling Stark series: Release Me, Claim Me,
Complete Me, Take Me, Have Me, Play My Game, Seduce Me and Unwrap Me. Don't miss J. Kenner's sizzling
Most Wanted series of three enigmatic and powerful men, and the striking women who can bring them to their
knees: Wanted, Heated and Ignited.

Cellar-Natasha Preston 2014-03-01 "Lily?" My stomach dropped as a tall, dark-haired man stepped into view. Had
he been hiding between the trees? "No. Sorry." Gulping, I took a step back. "I'm not Lily." He shook his head, a
satisfied grin on his face. "No. You are Lily." "I'm Summer. You have the wrong person." You utter freak! I could
hear my pulse crashing in my ears. How stupid to give him my real name. He continued to stare at me, smiling. It
made me feel sick. "You are Lily," he repeated. Before I could blink, he threw his arms forward and grabbed me. I
tried to shout, but he clasped his hand over my mouth, muffling my screams. My heart raced. I'm going to die. For
months Summer is trapped in a cellar with the man who took her—and three other girls: Rose, Poppy, and Violet.
His perfect, pure flowers. His family. But flowers can't survive long cut off from the sun, and time is running out...

Christ and the New Covenant-Jeffrey R. Holland 2006-01-01 Introducing a major new doctrinal work written by
Elder Jeffrey R. Holland who shares his apostolic witness of the central figure of the Book of Mormon-the Lord
Jesus Christ. For most of a decade, Elder Holland has read the Book of Mormon repeatedly and thoroughly,
focusing on all references to the Savior and his teachings. The result is an intelligent observation and thorough
study of the Book of Mormon's contribution to our understanding of Christ. On the illustrated edition: Elder
Holland's classic examination of Jesus Christ as the "principal and commanding figure" in the Book of Mormon is
now available as an illustrated keepsake. This landmark book explores what the Book of Mormon reveals about
the character, attributes, and mission or our Savior. In his warm and thoughtful style, Elder Holland explains why,
more than any other book, the Book of Mormon "has taught me to love the Lord Jesus Christ and to consider the
full wonder and grandeur, the eternally resonating power of the atoning sacrifice he made for us." Stunning fullcolor illustrations by Walter Rane, Robert Barrett, Simon Dewey, Joseph Brickey, and others bring vibrant new life
to this beloved volume.

Moments of Magical Realism in US Ethnic Literatures-Lyn Di Iorio Sandín 2012-12-06 A collection of essays
that explores magical realism as a momentary interruption of realism in US ethnic literature, showing how these
moments of magic realism serve to memorialize, address, and redress traumatic ethnic histories.

Under My Skin: Stark International 3-J. Kenner 2015-09-01 New York Times bestselling author J. Kenner
concludes her smoking hot, emotionally compelling erotic Stark International trilogy, which began with Say My
Name and On My Knees, returning to the world of her beloved Stark novels, Release Me, Claim Me and Complete
Me, with the explosive romance between Jackson Steele and Sylvia Brooks. For fans of Fifty Shades of Grey,
Sylvia Day, Meredith Wild and Jodi Ellen Malpas. He's the only man I've ever loved. And the one man I can't bear
to lose. Jackson Steele is my light in this world. Charismatic, bold, and always in control, he knows what he wants
and how to get it. His hold on me is magnetic, his kiss my ultimate escape. We both harbour dark secrets that
could tear our lives apart. Although we've tried to bury our pasts, there are certain people who won't let us forget.
But the closer danger comes, the brighter the fire between us burns. No matter what lies ahead, Jackson won't
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